
  
The AVIO Collection by Kirei 

The AVIO Collection of ceiling baffles is the next innovation in the growing Kirei EchoPanel lineup. With a 
focus on providing designers a more premium choice in elevated aesthetics and advanced sound 
absorption to the room’s ‘fifth wall,’ AVIO delivers on elegance and performance through its complete suite 
of complementary and interchangeable acoustic products. 

Consisting of the A-Baffle, V-Baffle, I-Baffle and O-Baffle, the collection is designed to ensure the ceiling 
gets the acoustic care and attention it requires as a hard, reflective surface to provide people with an 
enriched acoustic experience. AVIO is available in 27 colors, ranging from neutral to vibrant tones that are 
timeless and on trend. The acoustic baffle collection also maintains the same ease of installation, 
requiring only aircraft cable and commonly available hardware to hang up, with the hardware remaining 
unseen from the floor level. 

A-Baffle  
Open ceilings have a large amount of overhead space and are often packed with HVAC and sprinkler 
systems. A-Baffle not only solves open space sound issues with improved acoustics, but works hard at 
covering up unsightly ceilings. It was a logical extension of the popular Kirei H-Baffle. The A shape is a 
blunted 30° angle executed with 15° cuts on the edges, providing a clean, flat bottom plane. Minimized 
core blocks were also given a 15° slope for a more consistent look, which allows them to more easily 
blend into any space. The one-piece construction also creates a slight round-over on the angles for a 
seamless aesthetic. 

V-Baffle 
The V-Baffle is an organic evolution of the A-Baffle. It also works hard at covering up ceiling space and 
those related fixtures, while providing a unique aesthetic and improved acoustics. The baffle’s core was 
then redesigned to hide hardware and allow for easier self-leveling. Its V shape is a blunted 30° angle 
executed with 15° cuts on the edges, providing a clean, flat top plane. Core blocks were altered to further 
recess mounting hardware. The baffle’s one-piece construction also creates a slight round-over on the 
angles for a seamless aesthetic. The A and V Baffles can also be mixed and matched to create an 
endless amount of variations and custom looks. 

I-Baffle 
Similar to the sleek and classic look of the Kirei Simple Baffle, I-Baffle also provides a more streamlined 
and vertical fit while boosting visual interest in a space. The difference is how it offers an extra level of 
customization. Two 12mm baffles are attached back-to-back and held up with minimal hardware, while 
designers have the option of creating an exciting two-tone look depending on which colors they select. 
The I-Baffle literally provides a rainbow of color mixing options. Designers can create amazing custom 
optical effects. 

O-Baffle 
For open ceiling spaces that require subtle coverage and acoustic control, the integrated airspace and 
acoustic properties of the O-Baffle cannot be overlooked. Available in multiple sizes, it fits in all types of 
rooms, big and small. It also builds on the popularity of the Kirei H-Baffle, but the simplified design creates 
a sleek, slab-like profile. Think of it as the bold, thick baffle that can command any space, or act as 
camouflage in the vein of an exposed joist. The O-Baffle features an inset top and recessed hardware to 
ensure installation looks as clean as possible. The unibody wrap-around construction also constrains 



seams around the endcaps so the long edges remain seamless and uniform. Its hollow form is an 
amazingly discreet sound wave trap. 

ABOUT KIREI 

Since 2002, Kirei has brought beautiful, sustainable and functional design elements to interior designers, 
architects and end users across North America. Kirei continues its mission to “Inspire a Beautiful World” 
through a design ethos based on elegant and sustainable design. To date, that intrepid focus has resulted 
in diverting over 250 million plastic bottles from landfills, giving each bottle renewed purpose as a new 
design material. This mission has also provided designers with unique products and acoustic solutions to 
help design great spaces to live, work and play. As such, Kirei distributes EchoPanel and AKUART, 
decorative and functional designer acoustic products that give designers the visual and acoustic tools to 
create productive, healthy interiors. 

  
The visually-dynamic and versatile EchoPanel collection of wall and ceiling panels, systems, tiles and 
partitions are available in standard or custom options to address various acoustic needs in commercial, 
retail, hospitality, healthcare and education environments. EchoPanel is manufactured by Woven Image, 
responsibly sourced and made from recycled materials to qualify for LEED credits and other green 
building or sustainability certifications and is recyclable at the end of life. 

  
In addition, Kirei is the exclusive North American distributor of AKUART, a leader in creating infinitely 
customizable framed acoustic design elements with an easily changeable canvas. Made from sustainable 
materials and advancing visual soundscape solutions, AKUART’s four framed acoustic design elements
—‘On The Wall’ acoustic wall panels; ‘Hang With Me’ suspended acoustic panels; ‘Stand By Me’ free 
standing acoustic wall screens; and ‘Shelter Me’ acoustic desk screens—allow designers to select from a 
variety of art or custom imagery. Each canvas is machine washable, bleach-cleanable and replaceable. 
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